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Sixteen year old Lucy Rose is spending her first summer away from home and she has two things

on her mind: an abandoned, violent horse and a blue-eyed cowboy. Only neither is hers.Lucy has

never attracted much attention from boys, but she can&apos;t seem to ignore her blue-eyed

co-worker, Casey Parker. A true cowboy, Lucy becomes enthralled by his gentle way with the

horses at the Red Rock Ranch. However, she is very aware that Taylor Johnson, rodeo queen

extraordinaire, already has her spurs in him. And, there&apos;s no crossing Taylor.. . . Not until a

mysterious horse appears on the ranch and pushes Lucy and Casey together. The two are willing to

do anything to save the black gelding that doesn&apos;t want a thing to do with them . . . or the

human race. But, every step forward with the broken animal makes Lucy fall harder - for him and for

Casey.BOOKS INÃ‚Â THE RED ROCK RANCH SERIES:Lucy&apos;s Chance (book

1)ShowdownÃ‚Â (book 2)
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I enjoyed this YA story. Sure, the plot is a little predictable but it still gets the job done. If you love

horses, itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll be easy to put yourself in LucyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s shoes and

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll want the horse saved. The author captured the emotions that come with it:

the horseÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s fear of humans and enclosures, the MCÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s thrill of

slowly overriding them, the doubts of the outcome and the worries for the horseÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

future to name just a few. In addition, thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s the young cowboy who wants to help

both Lucy and Chance and the ones who may get in their way. A light and quick read that I would

recommend for all family members (from middle grade to their grandparents and beyond) who share

their love of horses.

Thoroughly enjoyed this book. As a fan of similar series, such as Showjumping Dreams and the

Loxwood books, I found I really enjoyed a young adult book that featured a Western riding aspect.

The plot was believable and the twists kept me interested, and I found I could relate to the

characters, especially Lucy, the main protagonist. Who of us hasn't fallen in love with a troubled

horse, worried that we would never develop a relationship with them, but continuing to hope that we

would one day find ourselves galloping together through the mountains? Highly recommend this

book to any who have a love of horses, Western riding, or just plain good ol' storytelling.

The action starts on page one and doesn't slow down. This author knows how to engage a young

adult horse crazy reader from start to finish. You will admire Lucy's determination to follow her heart

despite all the risk involved. Throw in a wild horse, a smoking hot guy who lives to ride and a blonde

adversary who lives to irritate and you've got a book that's hard to put down.

Loved this book! Read it all in one sitting as I couldn't put it down. From the first few pages I was

sixteen again, reliving those wonderful days when my whole world revolved around horses. Great

pace, great characters, and plenty of fun plot twists to keep the story moving. Can't wait for the next

book in the series!

Author really captures the bond developed by horse and rider and the depths at which the team will

go for each other. Combined with a teenage crush, this book really portrays the emotions of a young

cowgirl wrapped up in summer love. A must read for any girl, young or old at heart, with a passion

for horses.



This is a fun read with a likeable protagonist and supporting cast. I appreciated that the antagonist

was not all bad - as characters in YA novels so often can be. A good page-turner and enjoyable

read that I have added to my list of recommended horsy books.

For all you horse lovers, this book won't disappoint. Lucy, is a lucky young gal who gets to work on

a ranch for the summer. I can totally relate with the characters, they were well developed and

interesting. There's an wily horse who needs a touch of love, cowboys, a dash of romance, and

great adventure in terms of a horse race. I look forward to and hope there will be more adventures

at Red Rock Ranch in the future!

I can't tell you how much I enjoyed this book. It took me back to my teenage years and was simply

delightful! Prefect for all those horse crazy girls out there and a thrilling read with a wonderful

storyline. I can't wait to read the sequel!!
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